The contribution of human sperm proteins to the development and epigenome of the preimplantation embryo.
Knowledge of the proteomic composition of the gametes is essential to understand reproductive functions. Most of the sperm proteins are related to spermatogenesis and sperm function, but less abundant protein groups with potential post-fertilization roles have also been detected. The current data are challenging our understanding of sperm biology and functionality, demanding an integrated analysis of the proteomic and RNA-seq datasets available for spermatozoa, oocytes and early embryos, in order to unravel the impact of the male gamete on the generation of the new individual. The aim of this review is to compile human sperm proteins and to identify and infer their origin and discuss their relevance during oocyte fecundation, preimplantation embryogenesis and epigenetic inheritance. The scientific literature was comprehensively searched for proteomic studies on human sperm, oocytes, embryos, and additional reproductive cells and fluids. Proteins were compiled and functionally classified according to Gene Ontology annotations and the mouse phenotypes integrated into the Mouse Genome Informatics database. High-throughput RNA datasets were used to decipher the origin of embryo proteins. The tissue origin of sperm proteins was inferred on the basis of RNA-seq and protein data available in the Human Protein Atlas database. So far, 6871 proteins have been identified and reported in sperm, 1376 in the oocyte and 1300 in blastocyst. With a deeper analysis of the sperm proteome, 103 proteins with known roles in the processes of fertilization and 93 with roles in early embryo development have been identified. Additionally, 560 sperm proteins have been found to be involved in modulating gene expression by regulation of transcription, DNA methylation, histone post-translational modifications and non-coding RNA biogenesis. Some of these proteins may be critical for gene expression regulation after embryo genome activation, and therefore, may be potentially involved in epigenetic transmission of altered phenotypes. Furthermore, the integrative analysis of the sperm, oocyte and blastocyst proteomes and transcriptomes revealed a set of embryo proteins with an exclusive paternal origin, some of which are crucial for correct embryogenesis and, possibly, for modulation of the offspring phenotype. The analysis of the expression of sperm proteins, at both RNA and protein levels, in tissues not only from the male reproductive tract but also from peripheral organs, has suggested a putative extra-testicular origin for some sperm proteins. These proteins could be imported into sperm from the accessory sex glands and other tissues, most likely through exosomes. These integrative proteome and transcriptome analyses focused on specific groups of proteins, rather than on enriched pathways, identified important sperm proteins which may be involved in early embryogenesis and provided evidence which could support the hypothesis of paternal epigenetic inheritance. The putative extra-testicular origin of some sperm proteins suggests not only the involvement of accessory sex glands in fertilization and epigenetic information transmission, but also that some proteins from additional organs could possibly contribute information to the offspring phenotype. These findings should stimulate further research in the field.